
Stay home if you feel unwell. If
you have a fever, cough and

difficulty breathing, seek medical
attention and call in advance.

AVOID TOUCHING EYES, NOSE
AND MOUTH

AVOID!

Source: World Health Organization

EASTER IDEAS
PLANT A FLOWER BAKE HOT CROSS BUNS

1 M /  3 FT

NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT

ORIGAMI BUNNY BASKETS

PUZZLE PIECE EGG HUNT HOPPIN' EASTER EGG HUNT

CAMP IN YOUR BACKYARD

PAINT EGG-SHAPED ROCKS

www.valuingchildreninitiative.com.au

Is there anything more
scrumptious than warm, freshly
baked buns on Easter morning?

Add a puzzle piece per empty egg
and hide them like you would a
classic easter egg hunt. The kids

have to collect all of the eggs and
assemble the puzzle

Add fun, active tasks into the empty
eggs and hide them. Each time your
kids find an egg they have to act out

the task. Ideas: hopping like a
bunny, the chicken dance etc 

Easter is essentially about
rebirth. What better occasion
than to plant some flowers &

watch them grow

Just because 'Iso' may have
cancelled your Easter camping
plans, it doesn't mean you can't

pitch a tent in your backyard and
still enjoy some camping fun

If you're on a bid to ditch plastic,
keep your kids entertained with a
scavenger hunt inspired by trees,
animals and plants outside. See
our scavenger hunt template!

A fun craft activity for the whole
family. The bunny baskets can be to

hold your eggs or a lovely Easter
household decoration

Gather the family and go on a
nature walk to collect oval, egg
shaped rocks/stones. Paint them

and put them on display as
decorations



3 X DIFFERENT TYPES
OF LEAVES

2 X DIFFERENT TYPES
OF FLOWERS

2 X DIFFERENT TYPES
OF CRAWLING BUGS

WATER A SPIDERWEB A BIRD

A BUTTERFLY IDENTIFY A SHAPE THAT
THE CLOUDS MAKE

AN UNUSUAL SHAPED
TWIG OR STICK

A FEATHERSOMETHING

RED      GREEN     YELLOW

SOMETHING

SQUARE  TRIANGLE  ROUND

EASTER NATURE
SCAVENGER HUNT


